Student input questioned in ESE selection process
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Davenport stated that the committee had discussed the issue of computer science "quite a bit," and that he felt there was "no bias on the committee, force it is, or against computer science." However, some people feel that the committee is biased on the matter. Davenport added, "I am not aware of anyone on the committee offering, and the power to overlook." When asked about student input into the search process, Davenport stated that the committee would welcome "any student input, handy to myself, the committee or Dean Kpell." He noted that the main problem with student input was setting up mechanisms to involve students in the process fairly.

Campus Patrol: low with understanding
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stain Cambridge youth and a The Tech story about marijuana. A similar newspaper, the A&M, had a front page with the words "I don't smoke pot. I'm just doing it for the audience." The photo ID cards are also discussed, with one student saying "No." He said that they introduced five years ago and helped resolve many check-cashing problems, and made it easier to ascertain student identity with confidence. He said photo ID cards are also a new task that the Patrol has taken over last year. The Patrol's new student advisor, Oliver, stated that they are looking for students who are interested in helping others with their understanding about the issues.

Pakistani students help victims of recent flooding

By Vincent Stanton Jr.

The devastating flood in Pakistan, the MIT Pakistani Student Association (MITPSA), in concert with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, informed members of the faculty that they were stepping down from this post. The announcement was made in a letter dated September 24, 2009, and distributed to the departmental faculty. No effective date was set for this move.

Mercer presented award for work in food industry
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search, they developed guidelines for temperatures and times required to destroy the organisms causing the spoilage.

Stating that "It will be a pleasure after nine years to have the refreshment of teaching," Professor Ascher Shapiro, Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, informed members of the faculty that they were stepping down from this post. The announcement was made in a letter dated September 24, 2009, and distributed to the departmental faculty. No effective date was set for this move.